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ABSTRACT

The effective energy of one X or gamma ray beam can

be determined by means of two thermoluminescent (TL) dose-

meters moui /?d between suitable filters. However, it has

been obs- r :<l that personnel monitors exposed to two dif-

ferent i i fjy ionizing radiations provide different effective

energies i<pending on the type of TL phosphor used. This

fact cou i'i be a powerful tool for identifying exposures to

radiati n with quite different effective energies which are

very c* anon in practice.

In this study, we used two types of TL dosemeters:

pellets of cold pressed natural fluoride and NaCl developed

in our ~>wn laboratory, and LiF, TLD-100 from Harshaw Chemical

Co..

Experimental results obtained with these combined

dosemeters after irradiation with different sets of exposures

and energy values of ionizing radiations will be presented.
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Introduction

There are numerous research and medical activities where the

working personnel can be subjected to field radiations with dif-

ferent energies. In such cases, it has been observed that usual

personnel monitors provide the same value for the total exposure

but different values for the effective energy, depending on the

type of the thermoluminescent (TL) phosphor utilized.

We are developing a new and promising method for determining

both the energies of two fields of different qualities and the

corresponding exposures. Preliminary results are presented here.

Material and Methods

The experimental investigations were carried out using natural

CaF2 cold pressed dosemeters produced in our own laboratory and,

LiF TLD-100 hot pressed ribbons from the Harshaw Chemical Company.

Brazilian green fluorite was mixed with NaCl in the proportion

of 651 and 354 respectively and cold pressed, producing pellets of

about 50 mg and 5 mm diameter.

The glow curves were recorded using the home developed TLD

reader.

A Siemens X ray machine model Stabilipan and a Theratron 765-

60Co gamma ray therapy machine from Atomic Energy of Canada were

used for irradiations. Each exposure was monitored with a Farmer

Secondary Standard Dosemeter Type 2502.

Details of the X ray beams are given in Table 1.

The dosemeters were kept inside the PVC badges of 0.15 mm used

in personnel monitoring in our laboratory. The two kinds of TL

phosphor were mounted in two ways: between 0.5 mm Pb filters and

without any filter which will be indicated by JA (open window).
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Tube •
Voltage
(kVp)

80

140

140

180

Results

External
filtration
(mm)

2.0 Al

4.0 Al

0.5 Cu

0.8 Sn+0.25Cu + 1.0 Al

Table 1. Characteristics

HVL
(nun)

(2.2 ± 0

(5.3 ± 0

(0.65 t 0

(2.25 ± 0.

of the X

•O5)A1

.1)A1

.01)Cu

05) Cu

Effective
Energy
(keVj

30

45

66

116

ray beams

Energy dependences of TL responses of CaF2 pellets and TLD-100

irradiated inside PVC badges with Pb filters and JA are shown in

Figures 1 and 2. Both TL curves (Pb and JA) were normalized with

respect to the TL (Pb) peak height of the glow curve obtained

exposing the dosemeter to 60Co gamma rays. The curves of the

ratio JA/Pb between TL peak heights as a function of effective

energy are also plotted in Figures 1 and 2.

In practice, the effective energy arid the exposure of the

radiation incident on TL phosphors (JA and Pb) are determined by

measuring their peak heights, and using the curves of Figure 1 for

CaF2 pellets and those of Figure 2 for TLD-100. However, in some

cases, as already mentioned, same values for the effective energy

of radiation were not obtained by both types of dosemeters.

In order to investigate this fact, personnel monitors with

combined dosemeters [CaF2 pellets (Pb) and (JA) and LiF TLD-100

(Pb) and (JA)] were irradiated by two beams of different effective

energies and several proportions of exposures. The following

mixed beams were used for irradiations:

- X ray (30 keV e f f) • y ray
 60Co;
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- X ray (45 keVe£f) • y ray
 60Co;

- X ray (66 keVeff) • y ray .
60Co;

- X ray (112 keVeff) • Y ray
 60Co.

The proportions of Exposure (X ray)/Exposure (y 60Co) for each

case were approximately: 8,5, 2.5, 1,0.4 and 0.2.

The experimental results plotted in Figures 3 and 4 represent

the ratio Exposure (X ray)/Exposure (Y 60CO) as a function of effec- I

tive energies determined by CaF2 pellets (Fig. 3) and by LiF TLD-
 v

100 ribbons (Fig. 4).

Discussion and Conclusions

The results of Figures 3 and 4 can be interpreted as follows:

- when the two kinds of dosemeters yield different values

for the effective energy, it is possible to conclude that

they were exposed to more than one X ray field;

large differences in the energies of the two beams of a

mixed field correspond to large discrepancies in the values

of the effective energies determined by the two phosphors; I

the effective energy of a mixed beam is a function of the

ratio Exposure (X ray)/ Exposure (Y60CO) as expected, but

different functions are observed for the two phosphors.

In summary, the value of the effective energy of a mixed

field with a big difference in energies cannot be determined by

these personnel monitors. However, using the curves of Figures 3

and 4 one can estimate the two beam energies of a mixed field,

as well as the ratio of exposures. This provides an interpretation

which is much closer to the real situation.
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Figure 1. TL responses of CaF, pellets
with Pb and without filters

(JA) and peak heights ratio JA/Pb as a
function of photon energy.
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Figure 2. TL responses of TLD-100 with
Pb and without filters (JA) anú

peak heights ratio JA/Pb as a function of
photon enerjry.
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Figure Ji" Effective energy determined
by CaF, pe l lets irradiated by

X ray and y ray of 60Co a» a function of
exposure ratio. The meaning of the
symbols is:
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Figure 4. Effective energy determined by
LiF, TLD-100 ribbons irradiated

by X ray and Y ray of 60Co as a function of
exposure ratio. The meaning of the symbols
is the same of Figure 3.
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